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Recent studies in AOT (dioctyl sulfosuccinate sodium salt) ， water， and oil systems indicated that 
the bending modulus of surfactant layers increased with increasing pressure， while it decreased 
with increasing temperature. [1，2] In the case of ionic surfactants， however， Coulomb interaction 
plays a significant role in selιassembling， and therefore， inorder. to investigate the effect of 
pressure on the structural formation a non-ionic surfactant is preferable. In this contribution， 
we describe a temperature and pressure variation of SANS experiment for a C12ES， water， and 
octane microemulsion system. 
0.2 Experiment 
The SANS experiment was conducted on the SANS-U instrument installed at the cold neutron 
guide hall of JRR-3M in JAERI， Tokai， Jap剖1.The covered momentum transfer， q， ranged over 
0.014 S q三0.14A -1. Hydrostatic pressure was applied by using a hand pump and the pressure 
was measured with a HEISE gauge within an accuracy of土0.1MPa. The covered temperature 
and pressure ranges were 292.15 S T S 309.28 K and 0.1 S P S 103.0 MPa， respectively. The 
ratio of the volume fraction of octane and C12Es was fixed to be 1.37 and the volume fraction 
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Figure 1: Phase diagram on T-P plane. Figure 2: SANS profile丘omthe hexagonal structure. 
0.3 Results 
Figure 1 isthe phase diagram on T -P plane of the mixture with c九=0.37 determined by 
SANS. The symbols indicate the points experimentally accessed. With applying pressure， a 
phase transition from the lamellar (La) to the hexagonal phases (HI) with a coexistence phase 
in between was observed at T :S303 K. The phase boundaries indicated by the dashed lines show 
the positive slope， which means that the effect of pressure is opposite to that of temperature on 
the phase behavior. 
In Fig. 2， the SANS profile obtained from the bulk contrast sample is compared with that 
仕omthe film contrast at T = 299.85 K and P = 80 MPa. Here， the bulk contrωt sample means 
that the neutron scattering contrast is between oil and deuterated water， and the film contrast 
sample means that it is between surfactant layer and deuterated water or oil， respectively. 
The ratio of the q values of these peaks was 1 : v'3: v1 for the film contrast sample， which 
could be indexed as (100)， (110)， and (120) assuming the hexagonal structure. Therefore， both 
profiles clearly suggest the existence of cylindrical domain structures. From the detail analyses 
of the profile， we concluded that the high pressure phase is the oil-in-water cylinders packed 
hexagonally， which is identical to the low temperature hexagonal phase at ambient pressure. [3] 
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